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Launched in Oct. 2015, APRES3 is a 3-year program with the

aim to:

• Obtain field observations of Antarctic precipitation, particle

shapes and sizes, snow fall rates, etc.

• Use those to calibrate / validate CloudSat Antarctic

precipitation retrievals (Palerme et al. 2014, 2016), get ready

for EarthCare.

• Use CloudSat data to derive / evaluate other satellite

products.

• Use field data + satellite climatology to develop / improve

cold microphysics parameterizations and Antarctic

precipitation in meteorological / climate models.

Project on the web: apres3.osug.fr/
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Summary

1st field campaign in austral summer 2015-2016, various instruments.

Radar data suggest that sublimation is an important process.

Future work

• Quantification of snowfall rate → reference data set.

• Evaluation of satellite products → CloudSat.

• Evaluation of NWP/climate models → LMDz and MAR

Annual mean Antarctic precipitation by 

9 CMIP5 models, equivalent sea-level 

ranging from 5 to 10 mm/year. 

Meteorological and climate models disagree by a factor of 2, 

must be improved with respect to Antarctic precipitation.

Antarctic precipitation 

remains poorly documented 

and poorly understood.

But it is crucial for surface 

mass balance and its future 

evolution in a changing climate, 

hence on sea level change

Antarctic mass balance (NASA)

Mean annual precip from GPCC

Large uncertainties in quantification of current and future 

precipitation in Antarctica

Ground-level instruments

Weighing gauge (wind shield) Multi-angle Snowflake Camera

The first field campaign took place at Dumont d'Urville station in

Adélie Land, coastal Antarctica, from Nov 2015 to Feb 2016

Remote Sensing instruments

Scanning X-band polar radar

Ku profiler (MRR)

Still operational (~1 year)

Radar data suggest significant sublimation

in the lowest atmospheric layer, related to

katabatic winds


